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bediger4000 What the fuck is this, some kind of open
letter or press release? Stop spamming HN with this
nonsense. Don't you understand that "defied" means
"breaking the rules"? It's just a nonsense word. ~~~
gblancman Wunderlist has the "defied" as one of the
words used to describe their app It all started in July
1969. President Nixon, who was not at all happy with
the way the Vietnam War was going, started dropping

some bombs on Laos, possibly to get the other
Southeast Asian countries to give us some help. The
first of the bombs was a small one, but a classic one
nonetheless: the Elephant Atomic Bomb, as people
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called it. The idea was to make Laos not want to join
the Communists any longer, since there wouldn’t be
any more bombs coming from the US. But there were
bugs in the design, and instead of taking the whole

country down, it landed just on one building, without
having an impact. It was a pretty big first mistake. The
following month, August, the US sent 450,000 troops
to Vietnam. During that summer of 1969, the war in

Vietnam was dragged out for a few more months. We
would hear bits of news, some information about troop

movements and a new commander-in-chief every
couple of weeks. The American press was up in arms,
the American people’s patience was running thin, and
no one saw much of a future for any of that. August
saw the first protest in DC, where the National War

Mobilization headquarters was surrounded by
protesters, and the famous melee that later became
known as the “Battle of Michigan Avenue” took place
on August 4. By the time the fall came around, the

situation had gotten even worse. Despite
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and, more particularly, to a device and method for
dispensing small drops or puddles of a liquid. 2.
Description of the Related Art The related art of

interest describes various systems, but none discloses
the present invention. There is a need for a device and
method that allows a liquid to be selectively deposited

in puddles or individual droplets on a surface in a
controlled fashion for a variety of applications. There is

also a need for an accurate, consistent, easy-to-use
device that is economical and produces only small
amounts of waste material. The present invention
provides a solution to these needs. The present

invention provides a device and method for dispensing
a predetermined amount of liquid from a container to
a surface, such as a table top, a desk or a floor. The
device comprises a reservoir, a reservoir valve for

controlling the flow of liquid from the reservoir to the
surface, and a housing for the reservoir and for

mounting the reservoir on a surface for filling the
reservoir. The reservoir valve is preferably controlled

manually. According to the present invention, the
device further comprises a tube, having a first and
second end, that extends from the reservoir to the

surface. The tube is preferably flexible for being able
to curve or bend. A means for heating the tube is

preferably present to soften the tube at the first end to
aid in the flow of liquid through the tube. Preferably,

the means for heating the tube comprises an electrical
wire. The wire can be connected directly to the

reservoir valve or to a wire lead for the reservoir valve.
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According to the present invention, the reservoir
includes a tube connector for connecting to the

reservoir valve. The tube connector is preferably
located at the reservoir""s second end. The reservoir

preferably has a chamber to facilitate the
manipulation of the reservoir valve. The tube

connector and the reservoir chamber are preferably
formed integrally, using a molding process to fabricate

the device. The method of the present invention
comprises filling the reservoir to a predetermined

level, thus creating a depression in the reservoir. Next,
a predetermined amount of liquid is dispensed to the
surface from the reservoir using the tube. Preferably,
the tube is heated before or during dispensing of the
liquid. The dispensing of the liquid preferably includes

unidirectional flow of the liquid. The above-
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